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About This Game

Izeriya was a powerful city…but forces of evil captured it. The little man named Trix is heading to this city to destroy the evil
within.

In game you will pass obstacles and fight!

The game has a upgrade system, so you can upgrade the damage of your sword and fireballs, or you can upgrade your health and
quantity of your mana.

In game you will find three locations, and some extra levels!

It won't be easy! You will kill a lot of monsters, to try not to die.

Fight with hard bosses at the end of the locations!
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Very cool game , thanks to the developers it s really wonderfull .. Let's get right to it, it's expensive and you could get better
games for the price, but you certainly can't get a rugby game anywhere near as good. Yes it's still not what we want, the teams
are outdated the tournaments are outdated, sometimes I have no clue what I'm doing and feel like I'm just pressing buttons. But
somehow I love it and keep on playing again and again. Maybe it is because it gives me hope that there is a future for rugby
games. Buy it! Play it, Give Feedback! And help develop this game and give the developers what they need to provide us with a
better game.

Pros:
- It's a playable rugby game!
- It has 7s!!

Cons:
- Outdated Teams and Tournaments. It's great in giving you horror without the use of jumpscares, so basically it beats mostly
any other indie horror game. But the graphics aren't the best and in one part of the game it sends you into a 3d mode, which is
horrendous to get through because of poor control. So I'm glad this game only cost me about a dollar, anything more and I
probably would've refunded the game. But this is toatally worth your dollar and you should get this game because it is great
otherwise!. MeoW.... WAIT... ARE HEADCRABS CATS OR DOGS?!! or crabs.... balls, balls everywhere
ugly as hell and quite boring. Pleasant to play through but rather unremarkable. iZBOT reminds me of Super Meat Boy, except
it has much less content and it only becomes difficult in the last world. It took me about two hours to 100% the game, so
definitely wait until it is on sale to purchase. I think a level editor would be a welcome addition in the future.
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Very epic!!!!. This was a fun online multiplayer action game where you 2-D dogfight. Cute, hectic and generally fun to play
with friends. Not sure if you can find a well-populated multiplayer game on the servers anymore, as I haven't played it for
months.

Hard to say it's worth $10. If it were on sale for $3 I'd suggest getting a couple of copies to blow your friends up.. Had only
played it for a bit, and got bored of it very quickly, that after the first time I logged out of it from playing, I never wanted to play
it again. It was cute and all, and the idea isn't bad, but just with games from AriaGames are it's more of a babysitting type of
game, you want to go and do your quest? You just press on the quest itself and your character goes to do it.. mMmmMM,
tasTES liKE THinKING

I love this game so much already. In my review for the main "game", I stated that the potential shown in that one short demo
made me want to weep. Well, the tears are now officially flowing. If enough of you bastards buy this further fascinating insight
into the world that could have been, who knows? Perhaps this absolutely stunning vision of Ancient Greece as a
pants-\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ly scary horror game could still see the light of day (or more
importantly, the dark of night, with headphones on)...

  Don't expect too much for your five dollars, except the crushing defeat of broken dreams and the chance to show support for a
project which may still one day see fruition. (I can dream, can't I?!) Lovely artwork, amazing concepts...but hey, at least we all
still have Resident Evil 7 to look forward to, right? Yeah, right. You should all be ashamed of yourselves, and this
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 technicolour, multiplayer, NON-horror landscape you've -
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 it, WE'VE - all created. A quick, painless death by meteor is too good for us all.

Verdict: 8\/10.. The game story is amazing and so are the ideas and concepts but the actual gameplay is so violently difficult.
You die constantly and it's kinda a cycle of yelling in frustration and then dying. The movement mechanics are kinda bad and so
are the casting mechanics. When you cast a spell or move a pattern, it SOMETIMES works. It's just kinda poor and honestly
very anger inducing. I would rate it higher, but they NEED to fix these mechanics. It just makes the fighting scenes so hard to
play. Like out of 5 starts, 3.8 or so. Maybe 3.5, once the mechanics are easier to deal with, the game will be 5/5.
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